No.K-11011/2/2008-NREGA(MON)/TS/VSAT (316366)  
Government of India  
Ministry of Rural Development  
Department of Rural Development  
MGNREGA Division  

Krish Bhawan, New Delhi  
Dated 26th May, 2016  

To

The Principal Secretary/Secretary (In-Charge of MGNREGA)  
Rural Development Department.  
(All States/UTs)  

Subject: Minutes of meeting with State MIS Nodal Officers held on 06th May, 2016 at 11.00 AM -reg.

Sir,

I am directed to forward herewith a copy of Minutes of meeting with State MIS Nodal Officers held on 06th May, 2016 at 11.00 AM at Unnati Hall, Krish Bhawan, New Delhi for kind perusal and necessary action.

2. This issues with the approval of Joint Secretary (RE).

Encl. As above

Yours faithfully,

(R.R. Meena)  
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India  
Telephone: 23382406

Copy to kind information to:-

1. PPS to SRD  
2. PPS to JS(RE)  
3. Sr. Technical Director (NIC)
Minutes of meeting with State MIS Nodal Officers held on 06th May, 2016 at 11:00 AM

A meeting was held on 06th May, 2016 under the Chairmanship of Joint Secretary, Ministry of Rural Development with State MIS Nodal Officers, NIC-RD, PFMS, DoP and representatives from DeITY / Hughes to discuss:

1. DBT progress- Camps strategy, enrolment/ seeding and PO verification pending

2. Status of incomplete works.

3. VSAT and MMS project,

4. PFMS related e-payment issues.

5. NREGASoft related issues from state.

2. A presentation was made by Project Officer (ICT) highlighting the issues above. States were once again requested to expedite the DBT implementation for all the active workers under MGNREGA. State-wise discussion on the issue relating to DBT strategy/ status, status of incomplete works, VSAT, MMS, and issues relating to PFMS being faced by the States. States were advised to regularly review of the District/ Block on the issues discussed in the Nodal officer meetings.

3. The following discussion/ decisions were taken: -

i. Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT):
   a) On the DBT states were reviewed on the progress on Aadhaar seeding in the NREGASoft, PO verification pending and the ABP conversion of the active workers.
   
   b) States were shared that Prime Minister Office is regularly reviewing the DBT status in states under MGNREGA and the next meeting is on 9th May, 2016.
   
   c) States were advised to refer to the DBT letters issued jointly by MoRD and DFS for holding special camps for Aadhaar enrolment and seeding and share the progress on the same latest by 12th May, 2016. In this regard states were also requested to share the Aadhaar camp strategy and calendar latest by 12th May, 2016.
   
   d) States to also ensure that the consent of the worker is taken as per the instructions shared vide letter dated 5th May, 2016.
   
   e) Both the consent forms were read and explained to all the State Nodal officers.
   
   f) PO verification to be minimized latest by
   
   g) States were shared that DBT progress will be monitored by the MoRD on a fortnightly basis with the states.
   
   h) NIC-RD was requested: -
      a. Flag in the e-MR the workers having Aadhaar numbers and worker having verified Aadhaar numbers using ‘*’ and ‘**’ respectively.
b. To push EID nos. to UIDAI to get the Aadhaar numbers in bulk.

c. Send daily SMS to field functionaries for Aadhaar progress.

i) State Govt. of Himachal Pradesh to share the process document for other states as to how demographic details from GP/ block logins can be done from DEITY website.

ii. **Completion of incomplete works:**

j) State Nodal officers were reiterated that the special drive has to be taken to complete the work started till **31st March, 2015**. States were requested to adhere to the timelines shared by them in the LB meetings. This will again be review in the next meeting.

k) States were also advised to share if any changes in the MIS are needed to expedite this process.

iii. **VSAT Project:**

l) States were requested to review and expedite implementation at their end.

m) It was shared that there are about 50 locations where the VSATs have been installed but not enable due to some pending approvals Viz. WPC.

n) DeiTY was requested to share the status report formally to MoRD in next 10 days.

iv. **MMS Project:**

o) States were requested to expedite MMS implementation and submit the utilization Certificate latest by **30th May, 2016**.

p) The UC to be submitted separately for the UIDAI tablets released in FY 13-14 (March) and/or remaining which was released in FY 14-15 under the MMS scheme.

v. **e-Payments through PFMS:**

q) It was shared that Joint Secretary, MGNREGA is reviewing this on a daily basis and the pendency is coming down. However, States were requested to also review their sponsor banks for the actual status.

vi. **NREGASoft related issues discussed with NIC-RD:**

Following issues were discussed with the Sr. TD (NIC): -

r) Provision required to convert worker's payment mode from NEFT to ABP Mode (for those workers, which were earlier converted from ABP to NEFT mode by State), under DPC-Login.
s) Provision under State DBA login required to view workers’ Aadhaar information after entering Job Card number- (Requested by Haryana SNO).

t) MoRD will help in providing user credentials to all POs/BDOs from UIDAI related to advanced search.

u) In NREGA Site, some web pages for Meghalaya & Mizoram are showing in Hindi instead of English. Concerned SNOs are requested to send screenshots of such pages.

v) STD (NIC) requested all SNOs to expedite the process of mapping of Census Code 2011 with NREGA locations, through the option 'Map Census code as per Census 2011' available in PO login.

The meeting with the vote of thanks to all the participants.

****